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Immigrants Are Not Undesirable Criminals
Author : Cyrus Mehta
During his campaign and after he became president, Trump has unfortunately changed the
narrative by linking immigrants, especially undocumented immigrants, to rapists, murderers,
terrorists and job stealers. Trump has exploited the crimes committed by a few immigrants to link
all of them to criminal activity. The fact that a person may have crossed the border illegally does
not make them a criminal with a tendency to commit even more crimes in the United States. While
we undoubtedly sympathize with the victims of such crimes, it is morally reprehensible to taint all
immigrants with the conduct of a very few. The criminal justice system can effectively punish
perpetrators of all crimes, whether they may be immigrants or US citizens. Most immigrants are
hardworking and honest, trying to make a better lives for themselves, while also benefiting the
United States. They are also valiantly trying to legalize their status in an immigration system that
urgently needs an upgrade. Indeed, a Cato Institute report establishes that immigrants, even
undocumented immigrants, commit lesser crimes than native Americans.
Some in the media have latched onto this false narrative to further sensationalize the issue. When I
was invited to debate Tucker Carlson on Fox News on March 27, 2017 I accepted believing it is
important for an immigration attorney to speak out loudly and boldly, no matter how ruthless the TV
host may be.While Carlson may limit the conflation to crimes with undocumented immigrants, this
has the tendency to extend to even legal immigrants as exemplified in Trump's travel ban.
Nationals of the countries affected in the ban are people entering the United States legally as
students, temporary workers or as refugees, but they are still considered suspect as the Trump's
travel ban directly links to nationals of Muslim majority countries suspected of terrorism. This sort
of stereotyping is not just false, but it is also extremely dangerous. A few weeks ago, a US citizen k
illed an Indian engineer who was legally in the United States on an H-1B visa under the false
perception that he was a dangerous immigrant. We can only hope that this virulent fever in
America breaks soon because it goes against the long cherished notion that America is nation of
immigrants.
Watch the clip below:
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